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ABSTRACT: This paper revíews several central theoretical
cónstructsqn contern-porary cognitive psychology and argues

thatsuchknowledge can be useful for the applied Iinguist.An
example af such a useis then otscussed: the study ofthe
way consumers draw inferences about products from adver

tisements and then remember those lnferences asfacts.A
second exarnple of the lnfluence ot the wording of a question
cn-eyewttness : memory is also .... examinado
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1. INTRODUCTION

ln recent years it is becoming more difficult totally to separate
Iinguistics and psycholinguistics, or, more generally, Iinguistics and
cognitive psychology. To truly understand how language works requires
the consideration 01 psychological factors, such as the intention 01 the
speaker, the context 01 the utterance, and the knowledge in the mind 01
the hearer. This knowledge and its effects on comprehension and
memory are the subject 01 this article. I will argue that applied Iinguists
can benelit Irom some knowledge 01 some current research in cognitive
psychology, First, some concepts Irom current psycholingulstic research
will be brlefly discussed. Next, I will demonstrate the application 01
these constructs in studies 01 two issues in applied Iinguistics, namely,
thé/~~e~tions 01 the effects 01 language in deceptive advertising and
eyewitness rnernory,

2. SOME RELEVANT CONCEPTS FROM COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

2. 1 The Source 01 Meaning

The most commoncurrent theoretical positíon in cognitiva psycho
logyand psycholinguistlcs can be described as «interactionisl», that is,
netther'.ernplriclst Iike the Behaviorists nor nativist like Chomsky. The
mind ls:active in the pracessing 01 inlormation Irom the world. The
méanipg /01 this inlormation emerges Irom ttie interaction 01 the
inl'?rrn~tion and the active mind interpreting that inlormation. Thers
tore, the meaning is neither a property 01 the words that contain the
stimulus nor 01 the mind that cornprehends them. Rather, it exists
only alter the Iinguistic stimulus and the activities 01 the mind interact
with each other. The meaning then emerges Iram this interaction
and becomes the basis 01 the construction 01 the memory represen
tation 01 that new linguistic inlormation.

2. 2 lhe Constructive Nature 01 Memory

Basic research in cognitive psychology in recent years has shown
that the nature 01 memory is constructive (e.g., Spira, 1980). Our
memories do not record everything verbatim Iike a tape recorder or
cornputer that stores inlormation literally and later retrieves it in the
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same formo On the contrary, memory interprets everything, constructing
representations of these interpretations in order to store them in
permanent memory. It is these stored interpretations that we remember.
This phenomenon has been demonstrated to be very general across a
wide variety of tasks with both Iinguistic and nonlinguistic materiais
(see Harris, 1981, and Harris & Monaco, 1978, for detailed discussions
of these issues).

2 .3 lhe Schema as a Knowledge Structure

Another important theoretical notion coming out of the last five
years or so of research in cognitive psychology is the schema. First
introduced by computer scientists studying questions of natural language
processing and artificial intelligence, the construct has become very
important ln cognitive psychology (see Rumelhart, 1980, for a detailed
discussion of the schema).

Rather informally, a scherna may be defined as «a unit of organized
knowledge about events, situations, or objects» (Moates & Schumacher,
1980, p. 33). As such, schemas guide the acceptance of new informa
tion entering from the senses. Schemas also guide the retrieval ot
old information stored in permanent memory.

For example, suppose that you have a schema of Portuguese
people, that is, a body of knowledge about people from that particular
country. Your schema could include factual information, particular
personal experiences, stereotypical biases, etc. When someone says to
you «That new professor is from Portugal», your knowledge schema
about Portuguese people is retrieved from memory to help understand
this new information. This schema guides the acceptance of new íntor
mation; for example, if your schema about Portuguese people includes
the beliefs that they are stupid and lazy, you probably will be more
llkely, to .attend to and remember details about the new professor
which are consistent with that schema (e.g., he arrives late) and more
Ii~elynot to notice or disregard information about him that is lnconsls
tent with the schema (e.g., he has writlen 25 books).

As well as guiding acceptance of new information, your schema
will guide the retrieval of old information from permanent memory,
i.e.,youwill be more Iikely to retrieve information compatible with
your schema, tor example, remembering two stupid Portuguese people
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youhave known and forgetting the smart ones, because they do not
fit the scherna as wel!. This example is, or course, greatly oversimplified
ter explanatory purposes, but it serves to illustrate the principies.

ln this way schemas gulde the construction of inferences by the
person hearing or reading language. lhe specific nature of these
inferences is different depending on the particular schemas in our
memory. lhe inferences that are constructed are thus a product in
part of the knowledge schemas in the memory of the person doing the
inferring. They are also, of course, ln part a product of the language
of the stimulus itself.

2.4 Linguistic Influences in the Construction of Inferences

Psychollnguistics research in the last ten years has shown that
even very small changes in the wording of an utterance can greatly
affect the way the information it contains is remembered. For example,
many people that hear (1) remember that they had heard (2). This
happens not because they they did not understand.

(1) lhe prisoner was able to escape from jai!.

(2) lhe prisoner escaped from jai!.

(1) correctly but rather, because, upon hearing, (1) they inter
preted it according to their schemas about prisons and prisoners that
had been retrieved to aid ln comprehension. lhe final memory repre
sentation of this sentence is thus a constructed interpretation, which
often includes the inference that, since the prisoner was able to escape
from jail, he must have done soo Although this consequence may be
highly llkey, depending on the context, it is no! certain; it is possible,
fórexample, thot the prisoner did not know that he had the opportunity
to escape or that he was too stupid to take advantage of it,

This type of inference is called a pragmatic inference, because
it involves more than was present linguistically ln the utterance.
Whether or not a given inference is actually made will depend on the
context ot the utterance and the knowledge in the memory of the
hearer or reader (see above), instead ot merely being a product of
the linguistic-properties of the utterance.
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Our laboratory, and obthers as well, havêshólllhthàtpêóplérriake
such inferences in a wide variety ot situationswithà widevarlety of

linguistic materiais (Harris, 1981). Moreover, theyrem~~bêrthatthese

inferences had been directly stated as facts inthe original utterance
(Brewer, 1977). They often seem to have no realization that this
Information was constructed by themselves, not spoken by the speaker
Dr written by the writer. This ability to construct inferences is typically
very useful and necessary in normal language comprehension. There
are times, however, when it becomes important to distinguish informa
tion that was stated directly from that which was constructed upon
hearing Dr reading the language. Some such cases involve important
questions ot linguistics. We will now examine two examples ot research
using the concepts and methods ot cognitive psychology to study
such problems ot applied linguistics.

3. THE PROBLEM OF MISLEADlNG ADV-ERTISING

One such issue is the processing of advertisements by the consumer
prior to making a purchase. If consumers ln fact infer infer more than
an ad claims directly, it is thus possible that an advertiser could imply
that the product is better than it really is - without Iying, because it is
the consumer who is concluding the false information, not the advertiser
who is stating it, There are many ways that an ad can imply something
that is not necessarily true without stating it directly. (See Preston,
1975, for a more thorough examination ot these issues).

Before looking at examples of such claims, it is worth mentioning
oneImportant point about the relationship of truth and comprehension.
That.is,literal truth is not the opposite ot deception, Dr misleadingness.
Anadcan be false without being misleading, as in the case of a
humorous ad that state something ridiculous with no intention that
anyonewould believe it, e.g., (3). Literally (3) is false,

(3) These jeans will make you fly off into the sunset into the
arms of your sweetheart.

butifiseerns>unlikely that anyone would be terribly suprised Dr dlsap
pointedwhen theirjeans did not lift them off the ground.
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On the other hand, an ad can mislead without being literally
false; it is this type of ad that is discussed below. Although truth
may be a linguistic, and sometimes legal, question, misleadingness, or
deception, is a psychological question, specifically one dealing with
the processing of the information in the ad, because what is important
is the interpretation constructed by the consumer, regardless of the
semantic and syntactic properties of the language of the ad itself.

3.1 How to. Mislead without Lying

One way of implying something without stating it directly is by
the useof hedge words. These are words which seriously weaken the
literal truth of a claim but may still leave a strong implication, e.g., (4)
does not insure that the toothpaste will defeat or prevent cavities, only
that it will fight them. Similarly,

(4) Our toothpaste fights cavities.

(5) This beer could be the best you've ever tasted.

(5) does not say that the beer is the tastiest, only that it may be.

A second type of true-but-potentlally-mlsleading claim is the case
where cornparatlve adjectives or adverbs are used without glvlng the
subject of the deleted deep-structure sentence, e.g., (6) would

(6) Ogo Detergent will make your clothes cleaner.

not be false if the deleted c1ause were «than washing with coai dust
will» or «than washing with no detergent will». Whenthe hearer hears
a cornparatíve adjective or adverb with no baslaotcomparlson given,
ha/she uses relevant knowledge schemas to lnfer à' probable basis
(e.g., «than using any other brand») and uses that ínferred information
to understand the ado

Two imperatives may be juxtaposed so as' to imply dubious a
causal relationship between the two actions, e.g., (7) does not assure

(7) Don't catch colds this winter. Takeour pills.

that the pills will prevent colds. It is merely two imperatives spoken
sequentially. Our minds infer the causal relationship.
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A negative question can imply an affirmative response, which
may or may not be true, e.g., (8).

(8) lsn't fine quality leather important for your family's shoes?

The inappropriate, incomplete, or inadequate reporting of statistical
resuits of surveys and scientific studies may easily mislead the con
sumer. For example, giving only the number of people responding in a
given manner, without reporting the sample size or percentage, or
vice versa, presents only a portion of the picture. Thus (9) would
stlll be true even

(9) 75% of the doctors recommend our brando

if only-tour people were questioned and ali Were related to the manu
facturer!

ln our psychological laboratory at Kansas State University (USA)
we have studied such advertisements, in order to determine if they
areln fact misleading, and also to develop ways of teaching people to
avold making unwarranted inferences beyond what is directly stated.

Research on Inference Drawn from Ads

Method

To best explain this research, the procedure of a typical experiment
will be described. Twenty-four short ads roughly comparable in length
to the 30-second spots on television were written. Although they des
cribed fictitious products, they were of the type advertised daily on
radio and television in the United States, Brazil, and many other
countries.

Each ad had two versions, identical except that in one a criticai
claim was directly asserted, while in the other the sarne claim was
only implied. ln addition, two test sentences were written. One was a
paraphrase of the criticai information that was either asserted or implied
in the ad. The other sentence was a control item, which was of either
false (12 items) or indeterminate (12 items) in truth vaiue. These items
were included to avoid the appearance to the subject of to many true
items. A .sample set of materiais appears below (10-13).
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(la) Asserted-claim Version: Aren't you tired of the sniffles and runny
noses ai winter1 Tlred of always feeling less then your best1
Taking Eradicold Pills as directed wiil get you through a whole
winter wíthout colds.

(11) lrnplied-clairn Version: Aren't you tired of the sniffles and runny
noses ali winter1 Tired of always feeling less then your best1
Get through a whole winter colds. Take Eradicold Pills as
directed.

(12) Test Sentence (Criticai): If you take Eradicold Pills as directed,
you will not have any coids this winter.

(13) Test Sentence (Control-lndeterminate): Eradicold Pills have been
proven more effective in laboratory tests than Anacin ar Bayer.

There were thus twolists of 24 stimulus ads each, with 12 claims
directly asserted and 12 pragmatically implied in each list, An ad that
àppeared in its asserted version in one Iist appeared in its implied
torrn in the other. There was one listof 48 test sentences, 24 over
information either asserted or implied in the criticai c1aims and 24
over the contrai iterns. The subjects were North Arnerican university
students enrolled in Introductory Psychology classes; they received
extra course points for participating. Alter beingvtold this was an
experiment on the comprehension and evaluation of. commercials, they
he~rd one of the. two tape-recorded lists of 24 ads. After hearing the
ads,. they received a list of the 48 test sentences and .evaiuated each
of them on a flve-polnt scale (1 = false, 2==probably false, 3 =
indeterminate, 4 = probably true, 5 = true), according to their memory
for the ads.

3. 2 . 2 Results and Conclusions

The fírst result of these studies was that subjects índeed made
the expected inferences trom the lrnplied claims in the ads and
subsequently remembered these inferences as facts (Harris, 1977).
Frequently they were not able to discriminate whether they had heard
the claim implied ordirectly asserted. This it is possible to imply
some information about a product without stating it directly and
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produce the same ellect on the consumer's perception that would
have occurred ii the inlormation had been asserted as a facto

ln further examining this issue, we tired to develop somernethóds
of teaching people to avoid making possibly unwarrantsd inferences
fram ads. ln these studies of such training (e.g., Bruno & Harris, 1980),
subjects received a short instruction session, which taught them some
specific linguistic constructions (discussed above) which could invite
unwarranted inferences. The subjects practiced identifying such lnter
ences in sample ads similar to the stimulus ads they were to hear later.
Theexperimenter insured that each person in the group responded
alo~dtoatleast one item. This point of the subjects actively responding
in the training was very important. This type of training did afect the
ansyv~r~ made later to the memory task described above; subjects
re~ponses indicated that they could discriminate asserted and implied
clairns better than a contrai grup that also received an interactive
training session but one that did not relate at ali to the topic of
Inferences.: This discrimination showed some tendency of becoming
eversharper over a tend-day period with repeated testing. ln conditions
whéresubiects heard or read only a set of instructions about avoiding
the pitfalls of unwarranted lnference-drawing, responses on the memory
taskdld not differ from those made by a control group that received
no training or instructions at ali.

Ihfsresearchproject was continued in examining different types
of rllemory measures and using real commercials in real television

prol5rafll~viewed in the home (Harris, et ai, 1980). This type of
researFhh~s some clear application and usefulness for people designing

consufllElreducation materiais. See Harris, Dubitsky, & Bruno (1982)
tor.arevíewot the entire project in more detaii.

4. THEPROBLEM OF LANGUAGE AND EYEWITNEE MEMORY

A secondexample, described in less detail, 01 applied linguistic
résearF.h.that uses the theory and method of cognitive psychology is
the""ork()fElizabeth Loltus and her colleagues at the University
ofWashi~gton.They have conducted an active research prograrn over
thelasti/qllcade studying the problem of eyewitness memory. ln a
typicale)(perifllent, subjects see a short film of some event like an auto
accidentand laterrespond to questions about it. Loltus has demons-
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trated that even very small changes in the wording of the questíon

can influence the slJbject's memory for the evento For example, uslng

a definite article (15) rather than an indefinite article (14) caused more
subjects to respond that they saw a broken headlight, even .though
in fact

(14) Did you see a broken headlight?

(15) Did you see the broken headlight?

none had existed in the film. ln this case they retrievedsome knowledge
scherTlas about automobile accidents; a broken headlight is very com

patible with such a schema. For this reason, and because the use of
the definite article generally presupposes the existence of a particular
referent readily know to speaker and hearer, the. hearer inferred,

without realizing the error, that there was a broken headlight.

Loltus also demonstrated that the wording of such questions
canhave a longer-term effect. For exarnple, Loltus and Palmer (1974)
found that subjects questioned with (16), compared to those questioned
with(l7), both gave a faster average speed for the car questionéd

shortly alter and were more likely

(16) About how fast was the car going when it smashed into the
other car?

(17) About how fast was the car going when it hlt the other car?

to falsely rernernber one week later thatfhere was broken glass (in
fact there was none). Thus the schematic knowledge brought to bear

in comprehension of the question differed somewhat in the «smashed»
and «hit» cases and thus altered the mernory representation being
constructed and stored in a way that affected information retrieved
one week later,

That fact trat eyewitness memory is so subject to distortion by
the wording 01 questíons asked in the courtroom or in pretrial question

ing has tmportant.irarrufications both for the legal process and the

study of memory andIanguage. See Loftus' (1979) book for a more
detailed discussionofherresearch program and these issues in general.
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5. FINAL COMMENTS

Obviously there are many more actual and potential applications
of cognitive psychology to applied linguistics than the two described
here. They serve only to illustrate some specific ways of implementing
this promising, if still fragile and tentative, coming together of the
two disciplines.

NOTES

This article was written while the.. author was a Vísiting Lecturer in the
Departamento de Lingüistica e Teoria da Literatura da Universidade Federal
de Minas Gerais. Support af the Comissão Fulbrlght and CAPES is gratefully
acknowledged; Ccrrespondence should be sent to the authar at the Department
ot-Psychclogy, Bluemont Hall, Kansas State uníversty, Manhattan, KS 66506 USA.
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